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Opening Date: February 1, 2015 

Closing Date: February 26,2015 

Submission: Applications should be sent to vitalsignsrfp@conservation.org by the 

closing date. Applicants should be prepared to start work as soon as possible and no 

later than March 15, 2016.  

Contract Duration: One year from the contract start date with the option for renewal 

with scope modifications. 
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Introduction and Background  
 

Vital Signs Mission 
Across the Africa and the world—our mission is to provide better data and risk 

management tools to optimize agricultural development decisions with the needs of the 

human beings they serve and the ecosystems upon which they depend. 

 

Background 
There is an urgent need for better data and risk management tools to guide decisions 

that sustain people, nature and agriculture. 

 

Feeding the growing world population will require an estimated 70-100% increase in 

food production, but agricultural activities are degrading ecosystems – and the benefits 

they provide for people – faster now than ever before. Therefore, it is important to 

ensure that agricultural production grows in a way that minimizes unintended, negative 

consequences for natural capital and ecosystem services 

 

Africa has made major strides over the past decade and economies across the 

region are growing steadily. However, Africa cannot increase food production at the 

speed and scale required without harnessing the productive potential of smallholder 

agriculture. The majority—nearly 70 percent—of these smallholder farmers are women, 

working on plots of two hectares or less. 

  

These farmers face many challenges, including being acutely vulnerable to climate 

change – more so than farmers in any other region of the world. Their livelihoods and 

prospects for a better future are greatly influenced by temperatures, the frequency, 

duration and severity of droughts, and water availability.  

 

Farmers and policy makers across Africa urgently need to access, visualize and 

understand data and risk management approaches to better guide/inform sustainable 

agricultural development and ensure healthy and resilient livelihoods and ecosystems 

 

Vital Signs is providing near real-time data and diagnostic tools to guide agricultural 

decisions in Africa (and eventually elsewhere) and monitor their outcomes. It fills a 

critical unmet need for integrative measurements of agriculture, ecosystem services and 

human well-being, and is creating a “gold standard” environmental monitoring system – 

a global public good. Data are collected at all of the scales that are relevant to 

agricultural decision-making, from a household, to a farm, a landscape, region, a 

country and, eventually to global levels.  Data from Vital Signs are developed into 

decision-support tools and indices – like Food Security and Resilience – to inform 

development decisions.  

 

Vital Signs is answering questions such as: 

o What is the value of nature for farmers? 

o Where should agriculture be intensified to maximize yields while sustaining 

ecosystems? 
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o What interventions will increase resilience of crop yields and food security to 

climate variability? 

o Which ecosystems should we conserve to ensure that agricultural production can 

be sustained? 

 

The system has launched in five African countries – Tanzania, Ghana, and Uganda, 

Rwanda, Kenya  - with plans for rapid expansion to other parts of Africa and the globe. 

 

To help accomplish our mission Vital Signs needs a technology partner that will 

maintain all the mission critical applications and IT services currently utilized, work with 

Vital Signs staff to continue to expand and improve these technology solutions and 

develop new applications to help satisfy some unmet needs.  

 

Vital Signs technical staff are willing to provide RFP applicants with a 30-minute 

demonstration of the Vital Signs technological components and/or answer questions via 

phone or skype until the closing date. Requests for demonstration and all other 

technology questions should be communicated over email at 

vitalsignsrfp@conservation.org. 

 

Experience and Qualifications 
The technology partner should have a history of working with environmental non-profits 

and be able to demonstrate successful, completed technology projects that meet the 

requirements of the scope of work described below. The technology partner must have 

the ability to communicate effectively and engage with non-technical Vital Signs staff. 

Vital Signs has a very strong preference to use popular, open source web application 

frameworks, programming and analytical languages and databases whenever possible. 

The existing technology stack used in Vital Signs applications are described in the 

Scope of Work below. Vital Signs data does include some Personally Identifiable 

Information and the consultant will be expected to agree to our Security and 

Confidentially statement. Lastly, Vital Signs works in countries where Internet bandwidth 

is often intermittent (but improving) with high smartphone penetration. It is important that 

Vital Signs delivers applications that work in low bandwidth and are work with 

smartphones (not all applications require this).  

 

Scope of Work 
 

Maintenance and Support  

 

The Vital Signs Technology Partner is expected to maintain and support the VS 

applications and services described below. There are field teams and scientists using 

the data and system and the IT contractor can expect less than 50 requests per month 

from the system users. These requests usually entail small modifications to the systems 

(e.g., remapping a data variable name to match an update in a scientific protocol). An 

example of the limited Service Level Agreement we would like is in Appendix 1. The 
Technology Partner should expect to support the end-to-end Vital Signs 
technology platform from using ODK in the field to collect data to the Vital Signs 
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website and all the related applications and services. To help understand and 

assess the current Vital Signs technology platform we have provided the following 

sections: 

• Vital Signs Data and Data Flow 

• Technology Overview 

• Identity management system design and specification 

• Quality Control 

• Application Overview 

 

Vital Signs Data and Data Flow 
Vitals Signs collects a wide variety of data (See the Vital Signs website for data protocol 

details) using surveys (e.g., household surveys), in situ sensors (e.g., meteorological 

stations) and remotely sensed data. See figure 1 for a high level representation of how 

data is collected, processed, managed and exposed to users.   

 

 

 

Figure 1. Data flow and component diagram.  
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The Vital Signs Technology Platform – Environment Infrastructure Overview 

The production environment is supported by several server groups, each of them 

providing a different service. Most of these groups are scalable, with a load balancer. 

The load balancers are also used to provide SSL termination. There’s a single database 

server instance supporting the operation of all components. The environment is 

designed to run exclusively on Amazon Web Services. 

Technology Overview 

The following technologies / products are used in the project: 

• AWS Elastic Beanstalk ( https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/ ) – this takes 

care of deploying our software to the servers. We use either Ruby on Rails or 

docker deployments. 

• AWS Simple Queue Service ( https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/ ) – this is used in order 

to organize background job execution. 

• AWS Elastic Compute Cloud ( https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ ) – provides virtualized 

servers on top of which all the project’s software is running. 

• AWS Relational Database Service ( https://aws.amazon.com/rds/ ) – easy to 

manage database servers. This is how the PostgreSQL server is deployed and 

managed. 

• AWS Simple Storage Service ( https://aws.amazon.com/s3/ ) – file storage in the 

cloud. The system uses this to store and retrieve media and data files, as well as 

temporary storage to publish download package files to the users. 
• AWS Elastic Load Balancing ( https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/ ) – 

network service that provides SSL termination and traffic distribution across 

many servers providing the same service. Provides security and ability to cope 

with changing traffic requirements. 

• PostgreSQL ( http://www.postgresql.org/ ) – open source relational database 

server. Used for storage of all the system data. 

• PostGIS ( http://postgis.net/ ) – geographical extension for PostgreSQL. Used to 

store and query over geographical features such as coordinate pairs and shapes. 

• CartoDB ( http://www.cartodb.com ) – open source web mapping stack built on 

PostgreSQL and PostGIS. Includes components for uploading, storing, and 

editing spatial data, producing map tiles, and accessing map data via a SQL API. 

• Ruby on Rails ( http://rubyonrails.org/ ) – web framework, all business logic, data 

model access, web and background processing is implemented using this.  

• R ( https://www.r-project.org/ ) – the R programming language is used to implement 

Quality Control measure for Vital Signs data. R is also used for many types of 

analyses to produce derived datasets. 

• OpenCPU ( https://www.opencpu.org/ ) – export R functions as services available 

by the network. This allows any code to execute R code through a network 

request. 

• Formhub ( https://formhub.org/ ) and ODK Collect ( https://opendatakit.org/use/collect/ 

) – server and android client for collection of information via e-forms (based on 
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the OpenRosa standard). Field teams introduce the registered information 

through ODK Collect, which is then sent to the Formhub server for storage. 

• Docker ( https://www.docker.com/ ) – system and apps containerization solution. 

Used to standardize and deploy customized services (i.e. not based on a popular 

framework such as Ruby on Rails). A good example of this is the OpenCPU 

component. 

• Drupal (www.drupal.org) - Drupal runs the Vital Signs website and sub-domains 

(e.g., www.vitalsigns.org and www.tanzania.vitalsigns.org).  A variety of Drupal 

modules are currently in use.  

An infrastructure architecture diagram (Figure 2) illustrates many of the technologies 

used in the Vital Signs technology platform.  

 

 

Figure 2: An infrastructure architecture diagram illustrating technology implementation.   

 
 

Identity Management System Design and Specification 
The identity management system integrates with other components using the oAuth2 

protocol (Authorization Code grant), or by sharing a session cookie that can be 
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validated by other applications sharing the same session framework and secrets. 

Please note that all user information for the system is handled here and not in Drupal. 
Figure 3. Identity Management Architecture 

 

Quality Control 
The purpose of our quality control system is two-fold: 1) to ensure Vital Signs data is of 

the highest quality and 2) the quality control rules and procedures put in place are 

transparent and understandable to our non-computer science audience. As a result, we 

have created a custom quality control platform that integrates the R programming 

language (which is well understood by many scientists and technicians), our Ruby on 

Rails application and PostgreSQL.  See Figure 4 for the Quality Control Architecture 

diagram. The Technology Partner will be expected to have R programming capacity to 

work with Vital Signs staff to further deploy quality control rules. 

 

Figure 4. Automatic QA component design. Integrating R, Ruby app and PostgreSQL to 

form a dynamic QA/QC tool.  
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Applications 
See Appendices 2, 3, 4, and 5 for the main web-based applications that require support 

and maintenance. These are available from my.vitalsigns.org and 

https://cdb.vitalsigns.org/ with functionality limited by user permissions. Please contact 

us at vitalsignsrfp@conservation.org for more detailed information. 
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New Applications  
In addition to supporting the current Vital Signs technology platform we would like to 

develop and deploy each of the Technology Components.  

 

Technology Component 1 – Project Management Tool 
Vital Signs needs a project management tool that will enable staff to better manage and 

have more insight into the field team operations and activities. Please see Appendix 6 

for a similar tool used in another project and is illustrative of some important 

functionality. Key requirements for this application are the following: 

Provide a high level overview of Vital Signs activities occurring in a single Vital Signs 

country. Specifically, this includes: 

o A list of pre-uploaded Vital Signs protocols (e.g., Eplots, Households, 

Rapid Roadside Assessments, Farm Field Soil plots) that need to be 

schedule at the start of each country project. Work will be assigned and 

tracked quarterly but should also be viewable annually. 

o The tool should account for resources (people) assigned to do work and 

ensure that people assigned to work cannot be assigned for additional 

work occurring at the same time (resource management capacity). 

o Sampling report: A view that enables authenticated users the ability to see 

activities completed per week by Vital Signs protocol (e.g., Eplots, 

Households Surveys, etc)  

o A view of all work assigned to people (ordered by person per country).  

o Overall progress (towards quarterly target and annual target) 

o Dates of sampling collected should be made by field staff. Samples that 

require lab analysis will require three states (collected in field, sent to lab, 

returned from lab).  

• Workflow: The system should have several approval states.  For example, a 

quarterly schedule could be prepared by the country director, reviewed by central 

staff and approved by the African Field Director.  The ability to go forward and 

backtrack through the workflow is important and should be possible. Schedules 

can be approved by the year and/or by quarter.  Weekly field team reports should 

be approved by weekly submission.  
• Vital Signs would like to easily understand the difference between data that has 

been collected vs what is actually in the system. To do this the tool must: 
o Compare data in the database vs what has been identified as collected. 

There is potentially a time delay of months but reports should available as 

soon as data is submitted to the central database. 
o One should therefore be able to pull an automatic report of what has been 

collected versus what has been uploaded etc. 

• Track/Report data Uploads, specifically: 

o Easily view and determine what data has been submitted and what has 

not.  

o Easily view and determine what data has been identified as collected and 

what has been planned. 

o Reports should be filterable by protocol, quarter and/or year.  
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o We would like to explore the use of auto-notifications for various parts of 

this workflow. Examples include: being able to assign a due date for an 

activity and send auto notification when the task is due and not yet 

completed. 

o Have a comment trail section that allows for any discrepancies noted and 

addressed to the relevant person (particularly in the weekly reports). 

 

 

Technology Component 2 – Data Provenance 
Vital Signs needs to better address data provenance for all data collected and managed 

by Vital Signs. Vital Signs protocol data includes several thousand data variables from 

eight in situ based protocols and as well as several remote sensing protocols. Figure 1 

describes the data sources and data flow for Vital Signs data. In summary, Vital Signs 

data are defined with a scientific protocol that explain why data is being collected, what 

sampling design should be deployed, and which field methodologies are used to collect 

the data. In addition, detailed Data Dictionaries define the data variable names, data 

types, acceptable ranges, lists, minimums, maximums, etc. The Vital Signs protocols 

are versioned and can be expected to be refined over time. Once collected, the data are 

input via web forms running on tablets or directly ingested into the Vital Signs 

transactional database (PostgreSQL). From here data are curated over time (using the 

curation tool – Appendix 2), are distributed to users via the download tool and are also 

used to dynamically calculate derived products (e.g., indicators).  

 

A metadata tool needs to be created to accomplish, at least, the following:  

1) Generate a metadata file that will be available for users to better understand how to 

use the data by adequately describing datasets down to the level of a dataset 

attribute (e.g., data column). This is particularly important for external users who 

download the data and want to use it as well as for Vital Signs scientists who are 

exploring the data or generating new indicators. This file should also include general 

statistics on each variable that are dynamically updated as the data changes. For 

continuous variables, this should include: number of valid observations, minimum 

value, maximum value, mean and standard deviation. For categorical variables, this 

should include a table of every observed data value along with the number of 

responses for each value. This ‘metadata file’ should become part of the data 

package that a user downloads.  

 

Figure 5. Example of what a metadata file page for two categorical variables might look 

like (http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/DSDR/studies/4538).  
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2) Dynamically produce a high level log file for each protocol to communicate to all 

user’s critical changes that have occurred in the dataset. This could be incorporated into 

#1 above and should also be available in the data package a user downloads.   

3) Build a tool that maintains the mappings for a data variable throughout the 

technology stack. For example, in the Vital Signs E-plot Biomass Measurements 

protocol the stems of plants are measured and recorded as “Basal Circumference” in 

centimeters. Data for this variable goes through the following process: 

 

• Protocol: Defines the variable and explains why it is important.  

• Data Dictionary: Defines the variable, unit, data ranges, etc. 

• Field Forms: The data variable is given a descriptor name (e.g., Basal Circ (cm)) 

and field teams record the measurement 

• Tablet/web form: Data from the field forms are transcribed or directly input into 

the ODK application running on a tablet. ODK requires a “display name” as well 

as a “value name” for the variable.  

• After pushing the data to the central back-end system the data variable is moved 

from ODK form hub to PostgreSQL and stored as an attribute in a table. 

• Another data variable name is used in the curation web application tool. 

• This same variable name is also used as a column header in the data file a user 

gets when they download the data from the Vital Signs website.  

 

This metadata system should integrate and facilitate the mappings and maintenance of 

Vital Signs data to reflect the technology platform status quo. The metadata system 

should also provide an interface to easily see these mappings and maintain them over 
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time as modifications are needed in any part of the platform or be flexible enough to 

accommodate new applications. 
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Project Duration, Deliverables and Timeline* 
 
 2016 2017 
 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
Maintenance 
and Support 

X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Technology 
Component 1 

X X X X         

Technology 
Component 2 

    X X X X X    
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Instructions for the Preparation of the Proposal 
Cover Note 
Applicants should include a cover note to their proposals listing all documents 
submitted. The cover note should clearly list the name of the organizational chief 
executive, and, if different, the name(s) of all parties with the ability to legally bind the 
organization and the name(s) of all parties whom Vital Signs should contact for 
clarifications and negotiations.  The cover note should also provide a complete mailing 
address, street address (if different), electronic mail address(es), and telephone and fax 
numbers. 
 
Organizational Capabilities 
Applicants should provide documentation that provides evidence of the ability to 
complete the tasks described in the scope of work.  This should include, at a minimum: 
 

i. Basic organizational information, including:  year organization established, 
total permanent staff, and organizational history and mission statement. 

ii. Relevant experience in developing and implementing IT systems and 
applications for university and/or non-profit organizations. 

iii. Case studies of key client that work that includes products and/or 
applications that demonstrate technological capacity that is relevant to the 
Scope of Work.  

iv. Provide 2-3 client references with whom Vital Signs can communicate with 
directly. 

 
Technical Approach (maximum 10 pages) 
 
Applicants should demonstrate their understanding for the Vital Signs technology 
platform, describe their experience with key Vital Signs technology platform 
technologies and how they will get up to speed with the operational system.  New 
technology components should be described at a high-level along with the process that 
will take the application from concept to implementation. Please distinguish the level of 
effort according to the scope of table of contents. For example, please include a level of 
effort for: 1) maintenance and support and 2) new applications broken down by each 
technology component.  
 
Workflow and Team Structure Diagram 
For new work the applicant should include a work plan with clearly identified 
deliverables that meet the timeline identified above. As appropriate, the applicant may 
provide work flow diagrams (e.g., Gantt charts), team structure diagrams, or any other 
visual element to better explain how technical activities will take place, when they will 
take place, and who will be responsible for leading them. Please provide your 
recommended approach on how best to engage with Vital Signs staff (e.g., applicant will 
interface with key Vital Signs staff points of contact in regular weekly meetings via 
Skype calls). 
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Curricula Vitae of Key Personnel 
This work effort will be taking place over a very tight time-frame and a primary basis of 
selection will be the expert personnel who are immediately available to begin work.  
Applicants must identify, by name, the team leader and any other additional individuals 
who will work on this project.  Sub-contractors (i.e., not full-time staff of the applicant) 
are permitted but all sub-contractor’s CVs and/or relevant experience document must 
be submitted and approved by VS staff prior to their retention and work 
commencement.  
 
Budget 
Applicants must submit an activity-based budget in a functioning Microsoft Excel file and 
a brief companion narrative. Budgets should be aligned to the major areas of work 
outlined in the Scope of Work (i.e., 1) Maintenance & Support; 2) Project Management 
Tool Development; 3) Data Provenance System Improvements). Worksheets should 
show unit costs, total units, and level of effort for each section of the Scope of Work 
during the contract term. 
 
Please vitalsignsrfp@conservation.org for budget guidance and technical support 
related questions.  
 
Evaluation Criteria 
Vital Signs will make a best value determination of technical proposals in relation to 
proposed budgets.  The cost-effective budgets will not necessarily be ranked the 
highest for evaluation purposes.  
 
All applicants will be notified whether their application was accepted or not by March 15, 
2016.  If the applicant’s proposal is accepted, Vital Signs will arrange an initial kick off 
meeting for the project. 
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Appendix  
 
Appendix 1: Example Service Level Agreement 
Vital Signs needs a reasonable service level agreement that will ensure key applications 
are operating and software bug and feature requests are addressed. Thoughtful and 
complete responses and fixes to issues are more desired than expedited responses. 
 

Schedule of Support Activities 
Activity Frequency Notes 

General 
Respond to knowledge and feature 
requests as recorded in the master task 
management location 

As necessary Requests will typically be for 
knowledge support or small 
feature enhancements. 
Work requiring more than 
five hours work needs 
written approval from CI. 

Document software and AWS cloud 
instance changes 

As necessary  

Track billing for maintenance support 
and additional work requests 

Monthly  

System Maintenance 
Check backups are running properly Daily This is a simple check that 

backups are running with no 
errors reported. 

Perform backup test Monthly This is a full data restore 
test. 

Monitor and maintain server uptime Constantly  
Install software patches, service packs 
and other updates 

As necessary Updates will usually be 
tested before being rolled 
out across the IT system. 

Install software upgrades As necessary Upgrades that incur costs — 
and other major upgrades 
— will only be installed after 
consultation with CI. 

Monitor server event logs for potential 
problems 

As necessary As notified by AWS.  

Monitor status and availability of cloud 
services 

Constantly Automated systems will be 
used to check cloud 
services used by CI are 
available. 

Monitor available disk space on AWS 
servers  

As necessary As notified by AWS. 
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General server maintenance As necessary To be performed out of 
hours or at mutually agreed 
times. 

Let CI know of any potential issues As necessary For example: 
• Disk space running low 
• Equipment showing signs 

of failure 
• Deteriorating broadband 

speed 
Create, remove and maintain employee 
user accounts and permissions 

As necessary For example, when 
employees: 
• Join or leave the 

company 
• Require access to 

additional resources 
Assist users with support queries. 
These will be filtered through CI 

As necessary For example: 
• How to connect to VPN 
• Where to save shared 

files 
Fixing Problems 

Disaster recovery of core systems As necessary In the event of a significant 
IT failure or problem (e.g. 
complete server failure or 
security breach), the 
supplier will do everything 
possible to restore service. 
A separate disaster 
recovery plan should be 
maintained. 

Fix user errors / mistakes As necessary For example: 
• Accidental file deletion 
• Forgotten password 

Raise support requests with third-party 
providers 

As necessary Where cloud services and 
other aspects of the IT 
system are not in the 
supplier’s direct control, the 
supplier will take 
responsibility for liaising with 
third-parties to resolve 
issues. 

Managing Networks 
Maintain internet connection Constantly Automated monitoring will 

be used to identify 
performance issues with or 
availability of the CI’s 
internet connection(s). 
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Monitor network capacity and 
performance  

As necessary The supplier will endeavor 
to identify where network 
capacity is reaching its limit 
within the AWS 
environment. 

Maintaining Security 
Monitor firewall logs As necessary If appropriate, the supplier 

will attempt to identify and 
address any unusual or 
suspicious activity. 

Check status of security software 
updates 

As necessary The supplier will verify that 
all updates are installed in a 
timely manner. 

Investigate any suspicious activity or 
unexpected software behavior 

As necessary The supplier will investigate 
any activity that could be the 
result of malicious software 
or individuals, such as 
viruses or hacking attempts. 

Manage file and folder permissions As necessary Within the AWS 
environment. 

Enforce password policies As necessary As defined and controlled by 
relevant software 
applications. 
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Appendix 2: Vital Signs – Curation Tool User Guide 
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Purpose 
The Vital Signs data application is an integrated environmental monitoring tool which 
aggregates agricultural and household data. This document explains how to use the 
Curation feature of the Vital Signs data application to find and edit datasets and 
species/genus names which may be incorrect due to data entry errors. 
 
It is assumed that users can generally already recognize which data and names require 
editing, and have been assigned the appropriate role in the system for the data which 
they intend to edit. 
 
1.2 Process Overview 
The Curation tool allows users to edit any cell of any column in any data set which they 
have permission to curate. The tool allows users to first browse data by protocol and 
data product, and drill down to the data they would like to edit. At that stage the user 
can also filter datasets by time range, country, and landscape. Additionally, the Vital 
Signs system automatically estimates how likely each dataset is to need editing, and 
indicates this to the user using different colors for low, medium, and high severity. Users 
can then easily edit datasets. 
 
The Curation tool also allows users with the appropriate permissions to approve species 
and genus names. The tool displays all the species and genus names that have been 
added to the database as part of datasets.  
 
The user can use a filter to find all the spelling variations of a particular species or 
genus name, mark the correct one as “Approved”, and correct the misspellings. This 
helps to ensure that all species and genus names are uniform throughout the system. 
 
1.3 Permissions 
A Vital Signs system administrator will need to mark you as a collaborator before you 
can see the Curation tool. You will only be able to curate tables depending on the 
role(s) you are assigned. The roles and their curation privileges are: 
 
Role Can Curate 

System Administrator All tables 

PII Data Admin All tables 

Data Admin All tables (but cannot see/curate PII) 

E-Plot Biomass Measurements Expert E-Plot Biomass Measurements tables 
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E-Plot Soil Sampling and Processing 
Expert 

E-Plot Soil Sampling and Processing 
tables 

Rapid Roadside Assessment Expert Rapid Roadside Assessment tables 

Water Availability and Quality Expert Water Availability and Quality tables 

Household Survey Expert Household Survey tables (but cannot 
see/curate PII) 

Agricultural Management Intensity 
Survey Expert 

Agricultural Management Intensity Survey 
tables 

Farm Field Soil Sampling and 
Processing Expert 

Farm Field Soil Sampling and Processing 
tables 

Farm Field Yields Expert Farm Field Yields tables 

Weather Stations Expert Weather Stations tables 

Botanical Expert Species/Genus names 
 
2. Step-by-step Instructions 
2.1 First-time users 

1. If you are using the Vital Signs application for the first time, you first need to 
create an account by going to https://my.vitalsigns.org/users/sign_up and 
entering your details. 

2. You then need to be assigned the correct role(s) by an administrator, 
according to your area of expertise and role in the Vital Signs project. 

 
2.2 Logging in to the System 
Log into the system at https://my.vitalsigns.org/ 
 
2.3 Curating Data 
2.3.1 Finding data products 

1. Click on “Curate” in the menu bar to navigate to the Curation page:

 
2. Find the Protocol you are interested in and click on the arrow in that Protocol’s 

box to see the data products: 
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3. In the  expanded box, choose the data product you are interest in editing:

 
4. If the data product you collected is the metadata for its Protocol, you see a row 

for each data product. Hovering over a row displays the datasets available in that 
data product:
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5. If the data product you selected earlier is not the metadata for its protocol, you 
will just see the dataset itself: 

 
2.3.2 Filtering data products 

1. To filter by date, click on the “Start Date” and “End Date” boxes and use the 
calendar to choose the dates you want: 

2. The “Country”, “Landscape”, and “Severity” options let you filter the data by 
region and how likely the system thinks the data is to need cleaning.

 
3. Clicking “Clear Filters” removes all the filters you selected. 

 
2.3.3 Editing data 
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To edit data, just click on the cell that you want to edit, make your change, and press 
“Enter” on your keyboard. The change will be saved automatically:

 
 
2.3 Curating Species/Genus Names 
2.3.1 Finding and filtering Species/Genus Names 

1. On the “Curate” page, scroll down to “Curate Naming” and click on the 
“Species/Genus Names” box: 

2. The list of species/genus names shows the ones which have been Approved at 
the top:
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3. To filter by species/genus, enter a name in the “Filter” box and press “Enter” on 

your keyboard:  
 
2.3.2 Editing Species/Genus Names 

1. Scroll down the list of filtered names until you find one you would like to edit, and 
click the “Edit” icon for that name: 

2. Edit the Species or Genus name in the popup window which appears and click 
“Save”:
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Appendix 3: Vital Signs – Data Download Tool 
Login and register to view the Vital Signs Data download tool at www.vitalsigns.org.  
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Appendix 4: Vital Signs – Server environment operation 
Accessing logs 
The AWS Elastic Beanstalk service provides on-demand access to the latest logs from 
the different application components. In order to obtain the latest logs, log into the AWS 
console and enter into the Elastic Beanstalk service console. 

 
After requesting the logs, Beanstalk will prepare a .zip file for you to download. The 
contents of the .zip file mirror the directory hierarchy in the server instance. All 
application logs are under /var/app/support/logs . 
Input sources operation 
Input sources are integral part of the system. There are three main types of data 
sources: 

• Formhub 
• Google Drive 
• Automatic Weather Stations  

The system provides ways for monitoring each of these sources. 
Input monitoring dashboard 
The monitoring dashboard is available to administrator users under ( 
https://my.vitalsigns.org/monitoring ). The dashboard looks like this: 
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It presents a data row for Google Drive, another for Formhub, and then an additional 
row for each of the automated weather stations registered in the system. 
The key columns to look at are: 

• Last Contact: last moment when there was successful communication with the 
device 

• Last Alarm: last moment when there was an anomaly detected with the device 
By clicking in “Detail”, you are able to see exactly the history of anomalies detected with 
the device. 
Each time an anomaly is detected, a notification is sent by email to the group of people 
that are subscribed to the affected data source. In case of the automatic weather 
stations, that can be configured through another screen (see details below). In the case 
of Google Drive and Formhub, the system operator receives the email. 
The email address of the operator is configured in the Elastic Beanstalk environment 
software configuration. The name of the variable is DEFAULT_ALARM_CONTACT . 
See the screenshot below to guide you into the screen where that can be configured. 
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Appendix 5: CartoDB 
Vital Signs uses the open source CartoDB web mapping platform to store spatial data 
that is used in online maps visualizing Vital Signs data and analysis results. 
CartoDB consists of three major components: the CartoDB editor and data import API 
(a web application for managing spatial datasets and online maps), CartoDB Windshaft 
(a map tiling API), and the CartoDB SQL API (an interface for interacting with data 
stored in CartoDB using SQL queries). These three applications are run on Amazon 
EC2 from Docker images. The applications run behind an elastic load balancer that 
terminates SSL prior to handing off requests to an nginx reverse proxy server run on 
each node that routes each request to the appropriate API based on the URL. 
CartoDB stores data in a PostgreSQL database hosted in an Amazon EC2 instance. 
The database is backed up nightly to an Amazon S3 bucket. The Vital Signs CartoDB 
database stores approximately 10GB of data at present. The data volume is expected to 
grow as additional datasets are added. 
CartoDB maintains user and dataset metadata within a persistent Redis database. The 
Vital Signs CartoDB database uses a Redis cluster built with three Amazon EC2 nodes. 
and uses Redis sentinel to support failover upon loss of a master node. 
Data from CartoDB is used in Vital Signs visualizations at indicators.vitalsigns.org and 
at resilienceatlas.org. To decrease latency in remote areas, and reduce load on origin 
servers on EC2, all traffic to the Vital Signs CartoDB APIs is routed through Fastly (a 
content distribution network). 
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Appendix 6: Example Project Management Tool 
An example project management tool is illustrated in Figure 6. The red boxes describe 
some of the desired functionality. Please note this is only an example but we expect this 
tool to connect with several parts of the scientific database.  The tool should also enable 
VS coordinating staff to easily see more limited schedule information across all VS 
countries 
 
Figure 6. An example project management tool for one VS country.  
 
   Example VS Tanzania Sampling Schedule 

 
 
 
 


